Ad Inferna – There Is No Cure
TRACK ORDER
01. The Presence
02. Angelik
03. Seventh Heaven
04. Under My Skin
05. French Kiss of Death (feat. Kari Berg)
06. Stigma (feat. Zombie Girl)
07. Sex Spell
08. Resurrection
09. The One
Plus remixes by Reaper, Alien Vampire, Acylum,
Chaos All Stars , Inline Sex Terror, End the DJ,
Terrolokaust, Erotic Elk, r@zorbla.de and
Electrovolt.
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With plenty of positive response following their release of DSM on Nilaihah Records, Ad Inferna has moved quickly to their
next album, There Is No Cure. This 2011 release departs from DSM and leads us into an album with a much darker and
more club oriented feel. ‘There is No Cure’ takes it’s listeners through a different journey incorporates their roots but also
embraces the future. All of this goes to show that Ad Inferna are constantly changing and showing you a new level of their
musicianship with every release. This album also features Kari Berg (formerly of Ashbury Heights) and Zombie Girl. The
album was mastered by Vasi Vallis (Frozen Plasma, Reaper) with the remixes mastered by Sebastian Komor (Komor
Kommando , Icon of Coil).
Even if the music reveals a much darker attitude, you will still get the addictive and catchy synths that you got on “DSM”.
It’s fast-paced with lots of energy. Their best work to date? Yes, without a doubt! 9 out of 10! - Blackvector Zine
10 out of 10! - www.uselinks.de
A very spiritual and enlightening material, “There Is no Cure” evinces numerous genius tracks and creates a very pertinent,
and appealing imagery in a universe of dichotomies and core antagonisms. Following the ideal scenario of a very solid
composition to back up a very grave and rich world of creation and destruction, “There Is No Cure” stands out as a very
mature album, and one VIVA MUSIC highly recommends to dark electro music aficionados. – Darkwave Magazine
Ad Inferna have reached the next level, bringing their typical sound to perfection - and mixer Vasi Vallis has done a very
good job! -Kolja Trelle aka SOMAN
It'
s an extremely interesting album, one of the most entertaining I'
ve heard for a long time. It'
s rare for songs to work as well
in headphones as well as on the dancefloor in a club but these absolutely does. This album must be successful. - Magnus
Kalnins aka COLONY 5
”Influenced by themselves, their life, their experiences, their hopes, they don’t even try to copy other bands but created
their own, unique sound. This is very rare to find those days, as the copy & paste generation has entered the music
market. Ad Inferna´s tracks have this special mix of feelings. Harsh/Emotional, Violent/Peaceful, Scary/Hopeful. I had the
pleasure to prelisten to “There is no cure” and I have to say, that this album was an inspiring experience in many ways for
me. More powerful than DSM, more angry than DSM, very club oriented but still very emotional in its own way. I don’t know
where the guys take their ideas from but their source of creativity seems to be unfailing. Unique!” - Vasi Vallis aka Frozen
Plasma, Reaper & NamNamBulu

